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The Great Way gives the will through His servant. The Great Way says:
The Great King is releasing His will into the earth to move in bringing wisdom to release
this demon of Rebellion that has the nation of the United States of America in a deep
detail of bondage. The rebellion started when the first settlers moved in to break away
from the leading under a kingdom rule. This is not to say that freedom will not be given
in a kingdom will or without a kingdom will in earthly details. The will of the nation was
to move in being without authority, even if ungodly. But what has taken place is that
that plan caused a chain effect to infiltrate the full detail in the nation’s structure to
hate a governing will way to rule it, and it will cause a major downfall in the nation as a
strength in the earth if the demon that holds a stronghold over the land is not dealt
with. The nation has to truly see what state of rebellion their plan will move to bring in
each detail. This moment, a demon that is shaped like a large snake shall eat the
people in spiritual movings to bring a will in destruction as the people plan their own
way over their earthly and spiritual authority. True moving of authority is given to man’s
way through the Creator of all details. That authority can be misused in the ways of the
rebellious souls. One must see that each state that moves in rebellion will want to take
their own way of living, to feel as if their way can go in a full way to give a will way in
freedom in the state itself—moving in a different way than the nation. Should a
subordinate be given a plan to take a ruling position over the leader? Yet this way is
done in the nation of the United States of America. Shouldn’t the way in which the
people learn to move in unity stem in the will ways given in the nation’s laws as a
whole? Should a state’s plan overrule the nation? But that is what the will is in this
nation; for if one state does not like the way a detail is done, they will move to break
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from it in the way the will lays in the nation and shall seek to overrule with a vote
based on the leaders in the state and their will. What will truly make it clear that they
move to do what human plan they say is best? What would make one human will a
better plan than a human in a will way that shall bring a different view or greater
resources? Does money move to speak a plan to make people listen? Does money take
a rule way in the ways of the nation’s planning to move to be its god under rebellion?
But the nation has a pledge they spoke in the beginning, to say in God they will trust.
What has happened to now make a ruler out of the substance given by the God who
gave the will in authority in the first place? Will you see a Checks and Balances system
that comes with strings in misguidance due to clouded thinking and hope in a new god
that was fashioned from the earth as others would make their false gods? What would
take way in a nation that uses a will in the Great King to give a will in the earth to
others to have a way to influence with wealth that does not have a vow that has been
broken? What would take place if the nation called the United States of America would
turn and release a ruling demon of false plan in security to embrace a God who has a
strong way in spiritual authority that will take a nation from a way in debt to true
security in living in earthly details? Would any nation turn for protection with a
supernatural plan that is moving with God’s angels? The United States can truly be
united with a force that is unseen in all earthly details yet reflected in a tangible plan of
work given to build a true detail in strength and great power. You have a will way to
bring new freedom: Change the structure. Turn to His Majesty, the Great Way King
Jesus, and let His Kingdom power in your way to bring a new detail in a plan to heal,
build, and restore. Now, let’s take a look at religion in the next message in the Great
Way’s will. Amen. Amen. Amen.
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